
Who says picnics are just for the outdoor? Pick up your picnic basket,

open up a bottle of wine, and enjoy your indoor picnic right in the

middle of your living room! You may also add an extra touch by

decorating the picnic blanket with some dried flowers!

Have you ever tried to prepare your own cocktails? You can find various

online cocktail making classes that you and your partner can enjoy and

take the basic steps to be a mixologist together!

Roses are still an elegant way to express the love and dedication to your

partner, however, if you'd like to go edgy, you should give cherry

blossoms a try! Not only their elegant and sophisticated look, but also

their blush-to-white gradience will look gorgeous with any contrasting-

toned decors in your home.

Enjoy an afternoon with your loved one by embracing your creative

sides! Paint an abstract work to demonstrate affection or sculpt a totem

to immortalize that special memory. There are no limits in art, just like

love.

Arranging a gallery wall is a perfect way to rejuvenate your room with

minimum effort -and it's quite fun to do so! Try framing dried blossoms

or roses, and hang them to your gallery wall. The blush and red tones

will bring a gentle touch to your space of living.

You will not be able to go out for a Valentine's dinner date, but it

doesn't mean that you can't have one! Plan a romantic dinner with your

partner in your own home, cook your favourite meals together, and

decorate the table with blush and gold toned dinnerware, candles,

dried flowers and decors!

Seasonal wreaths are not only for Christmas. Make your own Valentine's

Day wreath by combining different dried flowers, and let your love open

the door!

Use embroidery floss and needles to add a personal touch to a linen

wine bag! Try stitching hearts, your initials, or even the coordinates of

your first date -the sky is the limit!

You can create a chic décor with using cartons and flowers. Create a

carton mold of your partner's initials, and decorate inside of it with

colourful flowers!
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